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San Francisco Chronicle 
Giants beat Pirates in a wild one, fume over Longoria plunking 
John Shea 
 
The Giants were playing some of their worst ball of the year when manager Bruce Bochy 
decided to rely more heavily on his veteran hitters. 
 
So on July 29, he stacked four of them at the top of his lineup, batting Andrew McCutchen first, 
Buster Posey second, Evan Longoria third and Brandon Crawford fourth. 
 
For the most part, he has stuck with that lineup, and it has been hit and miss much like the 
entire season. Friday, it clicked beautifully from start to finish, and the Giants outmanned the 
Pirates in a wild 13-10 victory. 
 
“I think (Bochy) has searched for the right combination,” said Longoria, noting the focus no 
longer is about staggering right-handed hitters and lefties. “We’ve had our good spells but also 
had some streaks where we haven’t been very good offensively. I think he’s trying to mix and 
match to see what works.” 
 
The Giants collected 16 hits but gave up 17. The Pirates rallied from an 11-3 deficit, and Josh 
Bell nearly hit a two-run homer in the eighth that would have made it 12-11, but Steven Duggar 
caught the ball at the top of the wall. 
 
Things got heated in the seventh when former Giant Kyle Crick drilled Longoria and almost hit 
Joe Panik, too. The teams barked at each other — Hunter Pence and Bochy were especially hot 
— and the plunking backfired for Crick when Longoria scored on Alen Hanson’s double. 
 
Longoria, who left the game with a back contusion and was replaced by Chase d’Arnaud, said 



he hopes to play Saturday but added, “97 (mph) in the back is never a good thing. I’m confident 
there’s nothing seriously wrong, but I also want to test it and see how it feels.” 
 
The third baseman said Crick wasn’t throwing at him on purpose, just extremely wild. Crick 
nearly pelted Joe Panik, too. 
 
“I think everybody was more upset because (Crick is) throwing that hard and really doesn’t have 
an idea where it’s going -- Joey almost gets hit and a couple other guys brushed back,” Longoria 
said. “When a guy’s throwing that hard and throwing it all over, it doesn’t make for a good 
situation. You just don’t want to see a guy get hurt.” 
 
Bochy had similar thoughts, which explained his frustration. 
 
“We know Crick,” he said. “He hasn’t been that wild... Panik almost wore one. He’s wild out 
there. I get that. But you hate to see your guys get smoked like that. 
 
“You know what, you have to keep fighting at that point and try to keep putting runs on the 
board. We did that. We kept adding on, which was important because they kept coming back.” 
 
On a night batting coaches Alonzo Powell and Rick Schu met with the hitters, McCutchen 
opened the first inning with an opposite-field homer over the brick wall in right, a rarity for a 
right-handed batter, and Posey banged out hits in each of the first four innings. 
 
No Giant in the team’s San Francisco history had done that. In Posey’s case, they were all 
singles, the biggest coming in the four-run third, which was made possible by the hustle of 
Giants starting pitcher Derek Holland, who legged out an infield single with two outs to load the 
bases. 
 
McCutchen drew a bases-loaded walk to force in the first run, Posey followed with a two-run 
single to left-center and Longoria poked an RBI single. 
 
The first four batters reached base 15 times — McCutchen drew four walks — and collected 
seven hits in the first five innings. The previous three games of the homestand, all losses, they 
were a collective 5-for-42. 
 
The new lineup initially was successful. The Giants had lost eight of 10 when Bochy put his four 
vets at the top, and the team won four in a row, then lost five of six entering Friday. 
 
“It just got contagious tonight,” Bochy said. “They started swinging with more authority and 
taking advantage of some pitches to hit tonight. We got shut down pretty good the last three 
games, and you hate to see that happen here at home.” 
 
Before Giants reliever Pierce Johnson coughed up a grand slam to Francisco Cervelli in the 
seventh, making the score 11-7, the Giants made few mishaps. Aside from the offensive 



explosion, the defense was sharp all night. 
 
Especially on the game’s first two plays. Crawford made a diving catch up the middle to snag 
Corey Dickerson’s liner, and Hanson dived in left-center to catch a drive by Starling Marte. 
 
It was the first of two diving catches by Hanson, who also had a big night at the plate with three 
hits and three RBIs. 
 
Holland yielded 10 hits but exited with an 11-3 lead with one out and two on in the seventh. He 
was charged with five runs because of the grand slam. 
 
“We’ve been due for a game like this where we break it open, though they came back and 
made it a game,” Bochy said. “It’s a better offense than what we’ve been doing. It’s going to be 
important that this offense gets going a little bit. That’s going to be a key for us to get back in 
this thing.” 
 
Before the game, Bochy had a lengthy meeting with the front-office decision-makers and 
“talked about the club and ways we could get better,” he said. The Giants were seven games 
back in both the division and wild-card races, and the brass could decide to shake up the roster. 
 
McCutchen could be traded, which would create room for Chris Shaw and/or Mac Williamson, 
both of whom are at Triple-A Sacramento. 
 
Long after the game, Longoria was relieved he wasn’t seriously hurt and looking forward to 
getting back on the field as soon as Saturday. 
 
”I feel fine now,” he said, “but I’m not running around and swinging. Those are things I’ll see 
how I feel. If there’s a slight chance to feel like I’ll play, I will. But I’m not going to put myself 
and the team in a bad spot by going out there with less what I feel is adequate to be able to 
perform.” 
 
San Francisco Chronicle 
Barry Bonds’ ex-teammate Fred Lewis joins number retirement party 
John Shea 
 
Former Giants outfielder Fred Lewis wasn’t scheduled to be included in the Barry Bonds 
number retirement ceremony on Saturday, which was no big deal to Lewis. 
 
He was coming to San Francisco anyway. 
 
“I just came out on my own to be here because I wanted to see it,” Lewis said while hanging in 
the Giants’ dugout two hours before Friday’s game. “I look up to Barry. He took me under his 
wing.” 
 



Lewis, 37, who lives in Mississippi, flew in from New Orleans on his own dime intending to 
watch the ceremony from the stands. He contacted clubhouse man Brandon Evans, who 
arranged a pregame field pass for Friday. 
 
When a reporter relayed Lewis’ story to Shana Daum, vice president of public affairs and 
community relations, she approached Lewis and asked if he’d be part of Saturday’s ceremony. 
Lewis, who never was a big limelight guy, said he didn’t need to be part of it but would do 
anything the club wanted and agreed. 
 
Lewis wondered if he had the right wardrobe. He was assured his leather jacket would be fine. 
 
So he’ll be on the field with other former teammates — Will Clark, Royce Clayton, Eric Davis and 
Bobby Bonilla, to name a few — along with Bonds’ former managers Jim Leyland, Dusty Baker 
and Bruce Bochy, and Hall of Famers Willie Mays, Willie McCovey, Juan Marichal, Gaylord Perry 
and Orlando Cepeda. 
 
“I was his personal pinch-runner,” quipped Lewis. “When he hit 756, I was just happy after he 
hit it that they didn’t call me out there to run for him.” 
 
On Sept. 26, 2007, when Lewis ran out to left field to begin the seventh inning, it signified the 
end of the Bonds era. It was Bonds’ final big-league game, and Lewis replaced him. 
 
Lewis wrote on Facebook that Bonds was “the best teammate and hitter I have ever played 
with and learned from.” 
 
Briefly: Pitcher Casey Kelly was promoted from Triple-A Sacramento to replace reliever Derek 
Law, who was optioned. Kelly, who had a 4.78 ERA in 23 starts but 2.96 ERA in his past four, 
needed to be added to the 40-man roster. To create room, pitcher Johnny Cueto was 
transferred to the 60-day disabled list. ... Ty Blach is the likely starter for Saturday, manager 
Bruce Bochy said. ... First baseman Brandon Belt is expected to begin a rehab assignment with 
Sacramento and join the Giants next week in Los Angeles. ... Perry threw the ceremonial first 
pitch and, in a private suite, was presented a cake as the crowd sang him “Happy Birthday,” 
with old friend Marichal at his side. Perry turns 80 on Sept. 15. 
 
San Francisco Chronicle 
Giants’ Andrew McCutchen recalls Barry Bonds’ home run pursuits: ‘You got upset if he got a 
base hit’ 
John Shea 
 
Barry Bonds’ number-retirement party, set for Saturday, hits home for Andrew McCutchen. Like 
Bonds, McCutchen was a league MVP outfielder in Pittsburgh before joining the Giants. 
 
Two differences, though: McCutchen was traded (Bonds signed as a free agent) and arrived at a 
more advanced age. 



 
“To have that honor, I think it’s pretty cool for him,” McCutchen said Thursday. “I’m happy to 
be here and be a part of it.” 
 
McCutchen, 31, was 6 when Bonds joined the Giants in 1993 — wearing No. 25, also his dad 
Bobby’s number — and vividly recalls Bonds’ path to the all-time home run record, set in 2007. 
When Bonds became the season homers king in 2001, McCutchen was 14. 
 
“Growing up as a kid, I always sat down in front of the TV to watch him hit a home run,” 
McCutchen said. “That was it. I didn’t care about a single or walk or double or triple. I wanted 
to see a homer. I wasn’t the only kid or even adult who felt like that. He might’ve been the only 
person of that era who made a base hit seem pretty boring. You got upset if he got a base hit.” 
 
Now that they’re both on the same payroll, McCutchen has gotten to know Bonds better, 
starting in spring training. Bonds is a Giants special adviser. 
 
“He looks at the game through a different lens compared with a lot of people,” McCutchen said. 
“It’s one of the reasons he was the player he was. To pick his brain a little bit every now and 
then, it’s really neat. He’s a scholar in the game. You’ve got a question, he’s going to answer it 
in a different way than someone else may answer it. 
 
“His brain is literally different. ... I might be thinking just hit the ball up the middle. He’s thinking 
in a totally different lens. He’s thinking about catching the ball with his bat. Little things like 
that.” 
 
Asked about the Hall of Fame, which has been out of Bonds’ reach because of his link to 
performance-enhancing drugs, McCutchen said, “I don’t make those decisions. Nothing I could 
say about it. He has the numbers to be there.” 
 
Hundley in concussion protocol: Catcher Nick Hundley, who took a foul ball off his mask 
Tuesday, was placed in concussion protocol and was taking a series of tests before the game 
against the Pirates. 
 
As an insurance policy, the Giants flew minor-league catcher Aramis Garcia to San Francisco and 
put him on the taxi squad. No roster move was announced before the game. 
 
Briefly: Jeff Samardzija (shoulder) threw 40 pitches off a bullpen mound and will throw to 
hitters Monday and then begin a rehab assignment. ... Brandon Belt (knee) still is expected to 
return to the lineup early next week in Los Angeles. 
 
MLB.com  
Giants break out, outlast Pirates in hit parade 
Chris Haft 
 



SAN FRANCISCO -- Though Friday's 13-10 win over the Pittsburgh Pirates gave the Giants a 
much-needed collective triumph, the result didn't obscure Buster Posey's individual deeds. 
 
The Giants, who broke a three-game losing streak, welcomed this reminder that they could 
sustain a Major League offensive effort. They scored three first-inning runs, engineering the 
rare (for them) feat of amassing multiple runs at the game's outset. 
 
Ignited by Andrew McCutchen's leadoff home run, they sent nine batters to the plate in the 
first inning and 10 more in the third. This marked the only time this season besides July 8 
against St. Louis that they batted around in an inning twice in one game. Every starter hit safely 
and scored at least once, including pitcher Derek Holland. 
 
San Francisco's 13-run outburst equaled its season high and matched its total for its previous 
five games. 
 
More often than not, the Giants' uprisings featured Posey, who went 4-for-5 with three RBIs. 
He singled and scored in the first inning, delivered a two-run single in the third and added an 
RBI single in the fourth. 
 
Skeptics say that the Giants, who dream of strengthening their bid for a postseason berth, lack 
a formidable hitter who commands respect and intimidates pitchers. Through most of his 
career, which includes a Rookie of the Year Award, an MVP Award, a batting title and six All-
Star recognitions, Posey has indeed been The Man for the Giants. 
 
So if this performance was an announcement that Posey is primed to propel San Francisco 
through the next 45 games, that's just fine with the Giants. 
 
"He's been swinging the bat a lot better," Giants manager Bruce Bochy said of Posey, who's 
batting .419 (18-for-43) in his last 11 games. "That's the kind of hitter he is." 
 
On a less-productive offensive night for the Giants, Holland's performance might not have 
seemed so acceptable. He lasted 6 1/3 innings while yielding 10 hits and five runs (four earned) 
to gain his first victory since June 20. 
 
"I'm a little upset with myself. They put the runs up; I have to keep the momentum on our 
side," Holland said. 
 
Holland nearly received a no-decision as the Pirates closed with flurries of offense. Francisco 
Cervelli's seventh-inning grand slam and eighth-inning RBI single helped narrow the difference 
to 12-9. Josh Bell then smacked a drive to center field that briefly appeared destined to clear 
the wall and trim San Francisco's lead to a thin run. But Steven Duggar caught the ball just in 
front of the barrier. 
 
MOMENT THAT MATTERED 



The Giants were concerned when Pirates right-hander Kyle Crick, formerly a top San Francisco 
prospect, hit Evan Longoria in the back during the seventh inning. Longoria left the game. 
 
"I guess if there's a good spot to get hit with [a] 97-[mph fastball], I got probably the best spot," 
Longoria said. "It was at the point of the game where if I'm trying to give myself the best chance 
to play tomorrow, the best chance is just to get out right then and get some ice on it. … I don't 
think there's anything significantly wrong." 
 
Television cameras caught Longoria and several other Giants looking upset with Crick, who also 
came close to hitting Joe Panik. 
 
Added Longoria, "I think everybody was more upset just because when a guy's throwing that 
hard and he really doesn't have an idea of where it's going. … Obviously you're not expecting 
the guy to throw the ball over the middle of the plate every time. But when a guy's throwing 
that hard and he's throwing it all over, it doesn't make for a good situation. You just don't want 
to see anybody get hurt." 
 
SOUND SMART 
McCutchen recorded four walks, matching his career high. It was the third time he drew four 
free passes, most recently on Sept. 20, 2015, at Los Angeles. McCutchen thus helped the Giants 
amass a season-high 11 walks. That's the most they've totaled in a game since Aug. 8, 2016, at 
Miami. 
 
UP NEXT 
After what promises to be an emotional ceremony during which all-time home run leader Barry 
Bonds' jersey No. 25 will be retired, the Giants will resume the business of striving for a 
postseason spot when they entertain the Pittsburgh Pirates at 6:05 p.m. PT. Left-hander Ty 
Blach, who began the season in the starting rotation before moving to the bullpen in late May, 
will start for the Giants. He'll be opposed by right-hander Trevor Williams (9-8). 
 
MLB.com 
Lewis makes trek to see Bonds' No. 25 retired 
Chris Haft 
 
SAN FRANCISCO -- Because of his link as a Major League ballplayer to Barry Bonds, Fred Lewis 
felt drawn to AT&T Park this weekend. 

So Lewis, who lives near Hattiesburg, Miss., paid his own way to fly here from New Orleans to 
take in the scene as the Giants retire Bonds' jersey No. 25 in pregame ceremonies Saturday. 

Plenty of Giants alumni will be on hand to honor Bonds, such as Hall of Famers Willie Mays, 
Willie McCovey, Juan Marichal, Orlando Cepeda and Gaylord Perry. A handful of Bonds' Giants 
teammates also are expected, including Will Clark, Royce Clayton, Eric Davis, Robb Nen and Kirk 
Rueter. Former outfielder Bobby Bonilla, Bonds' chum in Pittsburgh, and Jim Leyland, who 
managed the all-time home run leader there, are expected to be on hand. 



But Lewis stands alone. Because this, for him, was a pilgrimage. 

"I just came here to see this because I looked up to him," Lewis said Friday as he lounged in the 
Giants' dugout during batting practice. 

Lewis, who played his final Major League game in 2012, played a cameo role on the night Bonds 
hit his 756th homer to break Hank Aaron's record. After belting the homer and preceding the 
following inning, Bonds ran to left field to give the crowd one more chance to cheer for him. 
Then Lewis trotted to left to replace him. Lewis and Bonds shared a brief hug as they traded 
places. 

"It was his moment," said Lewis, 37. "I was congratulating him." 

Bonds' ability still marvels Lewis: "He rarely missed his pitch. It was hit hard, or he put it in play. 
He never fouled it off." 

Kelly gets callup 

• The Giants selected the contract of right-hander Casey Kelly from Triple-A Sacramento. 

Kelly, Sacramento's leading winner, is 10-9 with a 4.78 ERA in 23 starts. He also has compiled a 
1.42 WHIP, having allowed 147 hits and 37 walks in 130 innings. 

Kelly could be considered a candidate to fill the Giants' starting vacancy Saturday, though 
manager Bruce Bochy mentioned that Ty Blach has a "good chance" of receiving the 
assignment. 

 

The Giants cleared 40-man roster room for Kelly by transferriing Johnny Cueto to the 60-day 
disabled list. Cueto is expected to require a year to recover from Tommy John elbow surgery, 
which he underwent Aug. 2. 

Worth noting 

• First baseman Brandon Belt (hyperextended right knee) could start his Minor League injury 
rehabilitation assignment with Sacramento as early as Saturday if doctors medically clear him to 
play by then. 

 
Cut4 by MLB.com 
The hilarious story behind Joe Pettini's cult classic Topps baseball card 
Michael Clair 
 
In honor of National Baseball Card Day, we've gone all out. We talked to some of the best in the 
business to choose their favorite card from each year, ranked the 10 best all-time and now 
want to illuminate the stories behind some of the stranger cards.  
 
Joe Pettini may have only played for a few seasons in the Major Leagues, but his legacy remains 
to this day thanks to his 1981 Topps baseball card.   



 
It's a card that seems to scream the '80s. With a pink border and oversized cap logo, Pettini is 
photographed in extreme close-up. With his oversized glasses, bushy mustache and wisp of 
sideburns, Pettini doesn't look like your standard ballplayer. That's made it a cult favorite 
among oddball card collectors. 
 
"What was my reaction?" Pettini said in a phone call with MLB.com. "Yuck," he said laughing. "I 
think I see online, 'One of the top 10 or 20 ugliest cards.' I'm a good looking guy, so I don't know 
how I got on [those lists]!"  
 
Likely photographed while with the Expos, the addition of the black shirt and Giants cap 
weren't the only changes made by Topps' art department: They also removed his beard.  
 
"I should have sued Topps over that," Pettini joked. "I think they airbrushed my beard off and 
they airbrushed the hat on and the shirt. I don't know what happened with that one, but I was 
so excited to get my first card and to have that one come out was kind of a shock."  
 
Though you may have missed it on first glance, there's a clear smearing of tan paint that turned 
his beard into a thin stripe of sideburns that Pettini swears he never wore.  
 
That wasn't the only odd fact. On the back was a cartoon detailing that Pettini played the 
saxophone. 
 
"That's the other thing: how in the hell did that ever get on there? I played the saxophone 
when I was like 6 or 7. I haven't picked it up since then, but I do play the guitar and a little bit of 
piano."  
 
And yet, the card lives on. "'83 was my last year in the big leagues," Pettini said. "I've coached 
11 years in the big leagues and then I worked in the Minor Leagues for 15 to 20 years and it 
amazes me that I still get 200 cards in the mail every year. I don't know where they come 
from!"  
 
So, while we may never know what exactly his beard looked like in the original photo, we can at 
least imagine it in full, bushy splendor. 
 
Cut4 by MLB.com 
There's a group of fans that will circle around just to watch Chase d'Arnaud eat sunflower 
seeds 
Jessica Kleinschmidt 
 
Sure, ballplayers love to eat sunflower seeds -- that's not a secret. But did you know that there's 
a group of baseball fans that love to watch Chase d'Arnaud engorge himself in the salty snack so 
much, they even make cardboard cutouts of him eating them? 
 



If you look at one of d'Arnaud's latest Instagram photos, you can see there is a group of very 
interested fans looking up at the Giants infielder with awe as he consumes an exorbitant 
amount of seeds. 
 
But why? 
 
Well, d'Arnaud posted a photo of himself on Instagram with seeds in his cheeks, and it kind of 
took off. 
 
"Since then, fans sometimes bring me seeds along the sidelines," d'Arnaud told MLB.com. "Now 
before games, people are on the fence where we stretch with Chase signs and large pictures of 
my face eating seeds." 
 
For example, this young fan showed up with a cardboard cutout of d'Arnaud's face -- a face that 
was -- yep, stuffed with sunflower seeds. Naturally, he posed with the fan and his sign: 
 
"More importantly, the fans gift me seeds, which I immediately stuff my mouth with and take a 
pic with them," d'Arnaud laughed. 
 
Sounds like dinner and a show. 
 
NBC Sports Bay Area 
Buster Posey, Giants' vets spark wild win over Pirates 
Alex Pavlovic 
 
SAN FRANCISCO — A few minutes after his team stayed quiet at the trade deadline, vice 
president of baseball operations Brian Sabean dropped a well-worn line on reporters. 
 
“Not being flip, but the more you’ve been around the game, it’s not how good you are, it’s how 
well you play,” Sabean said.  
 
That’s what the Giants had to hold onto at the time, and that’s still the hope they have. With all 
their injuries, they can’t go man-to-man with the teams atop the division. They simply have to 
play better, which is what made the first game of this series so discouraging. Coming off two 
brutal losses, the Giants tanked Thursday night, pitching and hitting poorly and playing awful 
defense.  
 
It was the kind of performance that makes one want to wave the white flag, and perhaps some 
of that was going on. Manager Bruce Bochy was more than a half hour late to his pre-game 
media session because he was in a long meeting with team officials. 
 
“We talked about the club and ways we can get better,” was all Bochy would offer once he 
finally settled into the dugout.  
 



The Giants certainly were a bit better a few hours later, beating the Pirates 13-10 in a game 
that was far closer than it should have been. This wasn’t all about how well they played, 
though. Sometimes it really is about how good you are. 
 
This team was not built for depth, although there is more of it in some spots than we thought. 
It was built around stars, Face of the Franchise types, and in recent days Bochy has grouped 
them together in a desperate bid to get going. That meant Andrew McCutchen, Buster Posey, 
Evan Longoria and Brandon Crawford hit atop the lineup. Bochy was telling his veterans to lead 
the way, and on Friday they did.  
 
McCutchen got it going with a leadoff homer, his first in 19 at-bats this season against his 
former team. Posey followed with a rare infield single, and that was just the beginning. His first 
hit helped the Giants score two more in the first. In the second, Posey singled again. In the 
third, he singled in two more runs as part of a four-run frame. In the fourth, he singled yet 
again, capping a three-run inning.  
 
“He’s been swinging the bat a lot better,” Bochy said. “That’s the kind of hitter he is.” 
 
Through four innings, Posey had raised his average seven points. That’s extremely difficult to do 
in August. He was pulled after grounding out in the sixth of what was then a blowout.  
 
McCutchen had a homer and four walks. Longoria reached base twice and drove in a run. 
Crawford had two walks and a double.  
 
A night after the four All-Stars at the top combined to go 1-for-14, they reached base 14 times, 
scored six runs and drove in five.  
 
"They had good at-bats and got in hitters' counts and took advantage of it," Bochy said. "They 
had some good pitches there and were letting it go. It's good to see them have some success. 
They've been due for a game like this where we break it open." 
 
The Giants would need every bit of the production. Derek Holland was hit around and Pierce 
Johnson cashed in two of his runs while giving up a grand slam in the seventh. Even Tony 
Watson couldn’t stop the bleeding. He gave up two runs in the eighth and Josh Bell came a 
couple feet short of cutting the deficit to one.  
 
In a game he led 11-3 after six, Bochy used his closer in the ninth. Will Smith gave up a run, but 
finally ended a long night.  
 
"We had to keep tacking on," Bochy said. "These guys did a nice job of it." 
 
NBC Sports Bay Area 
Giants outlast Pirates in offensive explosion 
Alex Pavlovic 



 
SAN FRANCISCO — The Giants have spent most of this season evenly trading wins and losses. 
They’ve taken that tactic a step further, and over the past two days have been on opposite ends 
of offensive explosions.  
 
A night after an ugly loss, the lineup ripped Pirates pitching and sparked a 13-10 win that was 
far closer than it should have been. The Giants snapped their three-game losing streak and 
continued to hang just close enough in the NL West that they won’t yet sell. They picked up 
games on the Dodgers and Diamondbacks, and once again sit six back.  
 
This one wasn't easy in the end. The Giants once led 11-3, but gave much of that cushion back 
and nearly had the lead cut to one in the eighth when Josh Bell flied out to warning track. Will 
Smith, the closer, ultimately had to finish the night.  
 
--- During the first three games of this homestand, the Giants twice failed to get a hit the first 
time through the order. They had seven runs on nine hits by the end of the third inning Friday. 
Progress.  
 
--- Andrew McCutchen kicked it off with his first homer against his former team. He found the 
arcade for his ninth career leadoff homer and the fifth leadoff homer by a Giant this season. 
McCutchen entered the night 2-for-18 against the Pirates but homered and drew four walks.  
 
--- Buster Posey had four singles and three RBI through the first four innings. He finished with 
the four hits after getting pulled early. Posey’s average is back up to .296, so he has a good shot 
at finishing above .300 for the sixth time in nine big league seasons.  
 
--- The Giants opened the night with diving catches by Brandon Crawford and Alen Hanson, with 
Derek Holland tipping his cap from the mound. Holland chose a good night to have a below 
average night. He was charged with four earned on 10 hits in 6 1/3 innings, but picked up the 
win.  
 
--- Kyle Crick drilled Evan Longoria in the seventh and nearly hit Joe Panik. The Giants were 
ticked about it, and Hunter Pence yelled at the Pirates dugout in the middle of the inning. It was 
a bit odd for the Giants to be mad about Crick's lack of control. He once walked more than a 
batter an inning for an entire season as a ... Giants prospect.  
 
--- There was a review in the fifth inning that took two minutes even though the first replay 
shown on the scoreboard at AT&T Park clearly showed Bell had hit a double. New rule: The 
umpires can hang up the phone and do it themselves if a replay is that clear. 
 
The Athletic 
Angry Giants galvanized by former teammate’s wildness in win over Pirates 
Andrew Baggarly 
 



The camera panned one face after another in the Giants dugout, each twisted with more anger 
than the last. 
 
Evan Longoria scored a run and began running his mouth as he reached the dugout. Someone 
pulled his jersey as he made a move back toward the top step. Longoria made his way to Bruce 
Bochy, said something in the manager’s ear, and stomped off. 
 
Reliever Will Smith shouted over the dugout rail. Buster Posey glowered. Even Hunter Pence 
shed his usually bright countenance and shouted at the Pirates pitcher on the AT&T Park 
mound in the seventh inning Friday night. 
 
It was Kyle Crick, the former top Giants prospect turned failed starter turned major league 
reliever turned into Andrew McCutchen as part of the offseason trade between the clubs. Crick 
didn’t throw enough strikes to make the impact the Giants once envisioned. 
 
On Friday, he didn’t throw enough strikes to satisfy anyone. 
 
He brushed back Longoria, then drilled him in the spine with a 97 mph fastball. He nearly hit Joe 
Panik with a pitch, too. He flung two pitches to the backstop. There is effectively wild and there 
is perilously wild, and for Longoria, who already missed more than a month due to a fractured 
hand he sustained when hit by a pitch, he was not going to spend any mental energy parsing 
the two. 
 
“I mean, I think everybody was more upset because when a guy is throwing that hard and he 
really doesn’t have an idea where it’s going … I mean, Joey almost got hit and a couple other 
guys got brushed back,” Longoria said after the Giants’ 13-10 victory. “Obviously, you’re not 
expecting the guy to throw the ball over the middle of the plate every time, but when a guy is 
throwing that hard and throwing it all over, it doesn’t make for a good situation. You just don’t 
want to see anybody get hurt.” 
 
The Giants’ playoff chances might already have sustained a mortal wound; the coroner will call 
it if and more likely when McCutchen gets placed on waivers and moved to a contending club. 
Bochy delayed his pregame meeting with the media for nearly a half-hour Friday afternoon and 
acknowledged he spent that time with club executives “talking about ways we could get 
better.” 
 
After Thursday night’s loss to the Pirates, one of their sloppiest of the season, it would not be a 
surprise if the Giants’ decision makers felt the urge to raise something whiter and plainer than 
the Jolly Roger. 
 
But some spirit and some fight remains in this group, and their solidarity in the seventh inning 
showed it. When teammates stop protecting each other and looking after one another … well, 
that is when you begin to question everything, including the manager. 
 



Whenever the Giants front office does show signs of conceding this season, and shifting the 
goal into development for the future, a slew of veterans will remain as they play out the final 
month. It will be important that they play focused and inspired baseball in September. Some 
organizations might welcome a sudden slide and an improved draft position. The Giants, with 
all those season-ticket renewal forms to churn out, are more concerned with optics than 
others. 
 
The Giants rebounded from one of their ugliest losses of the season with a game that featured 
enough offense to make up for a lack of artistry. Just one night earlier, Bochy lamented his 
club’s failure to score early runs this season – they had been outscored 79-53 in the first inning 
– and said the topic has come up several time in hitter’s meetings. He went to the lengths of 
stacking his most established stars in a bid to make something happen, with McCutchen at 
leadoff and Posey hitting second in front of Longoria and Brandon Crawford. He stuck with that 
lineup Friday night. 
 
The Giants batted around twice in the first four inninigs. Their top four hitters reached base 14 
times on the night. McCutchen had a game cut-and-pasted straight out of a Barry Bonds box 
score, hitting a home run and walking four times. Posey singled in each of the first four innings 
– the first player in the Giants’ San Francisco era to do so, and the first player since Marvin 
Benard in 2000 to hit safely in any four consecutive innings in a game – while driving in three 
runs. 
 
They took advantage of a spot starter, Clay Holmes, who had his own command issues while 
issuing four of the Pirates’ 11 walks on the night. 
 
But in a game the Giants led 10-2 in the fourth, they still had to warm up their closer. 
 
Pierce Johnson replaced starter Derek Holland and surrendered a grand slam. Tony Watson had 
an off night, giving up two runs in the eighth and nearly two more as center fielder Steven 
Duggar caught Josh Bell’s drive with his back against the wall. 
 
The edge-of-the-seat stuff in the three-hour, 44-minute game occurred in the seventh, when 
Crick, who was not known for his composure with the Giants, drew their ire. 
 
Crick said he tried not to listen but recognized Nick Hundley’s voice as he stood on the mound. 
 
“He was yelling stuff, but that’s pretty normal,” Crick said. “He was trying to fire up the guys. 
It’s one of those things where I’m not trying to hurt anyone. I don’t think we have any reason to 
throw at anyone, anyway. It’s one of those things. Ball slipped. It happens. It happened to be a 
fastball, so my bad.” 
 
Nobody thought that Crick was throwing at his former teammates, but he did acknowledge he 
might have been overthrowing as he sought to prove a point. 
 



“I’ve got to do a better job of controlling my emotions,” he said. “Control your emotions, make 
your pitches and throw up zeroes.” 
 
Said Bochy: “He hasn’t been that wild. You never like your guys getting smoked like that.” 
 
Longoria immediately exited down the tunnel after scoring on Alen Hanson’s double. He said he 
wasn’t upset at Bochy for leaving him in the late stages of the game, but told the manager he 
was clocking out for the night. 
 
“It was just at the point in the game where I felt if I’m trying to give myself the best chance to 
play tomorrow, the best chance is to get out right then and get some ice on it,” said Longoria, 
who was replaced at third base by Chase d’Arnaud. “I feel fine now. It’s obviously going to be 
sore. I don’t think there’s anything significantly wrong.” 
 
It was a strange night. Even the seagulls that usually descend and swoop as the bleachers thin 
out in the late innings were nowhere to be spotted. They had heaps of human leavings at the 
Raiders game, or at Outside Lands. There was no need to scavenge for garlic fries. 
 
But the scavengers will come back. They always do. And as long as the fans keep coming back, 
they always will. 
 
 
 


